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Quantum Monte Carlo: Origins, Development, ApplicationsOxford University Press, 2007
Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational algorithms for simulating the behavior of a wide range of various physical and mathematical systems (with many variables). Their utility has increased with general availability of fast computers, and new applications are continually forthcoming.  The basic concepts of Monte Carlo are both simple and...
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Learning XNA 3.0: XNA 3.0 Game Development for the PC, Xbox 360, and ZuneO'Reilly, 2008
Do you have what it takes to become a game developer? With this hands-on book, you'll learn quickly and easily how to develop computer games with Microsoft's XNA 3.0 framework-not just for your PC, but for Xbox 360 and the Microsoft Zune as well. 
  
  Written by an experienced university-level game development instructor, Learning...
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iPhone Games ProjectsApress, 2009
One look at the App Store will show you just how hot iPhone games have become. Games make up over 25 percent of all apps, and over 70 percent of the apps in the App Store's Most Popular category. Surprised? Of course not! We've all filled our iPhones with games, and many of us hope to develop the next best seller.
This book is a...
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Network Your Computers & Devices Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	In a modern home, it is no longer unusual for family members to own multiple computers
	and network devices. In most houses, you can find at least a desktop computer, which
	is generally used for more performance-intensive tasks such as gaming or professional
	work of any kind. Parents bring home their work laptops or notebooks, which they...
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Basics of Game DesignCRC Press, 2011

	The video game industry has grown explosively over the past decade

	and is now a major provider of home entertainment. Since the North

	American release of the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) in

	1985, game industry revenues have also grown substantially and, according

	to the marketing research company NDP Group, grossed...
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PhoneGap by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Use PhoneGap to apply web development skills and learn variety of cross-platform mobile applications


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the robust features of the mobile hybrid approach to develop, test, and publish mobile applications using the PhoneGap framework
	
		Use your web skills for hybrid...
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Java 9 Modularity Revealed: Project Jigsaw and Scalable Java ApplicationsApress, 2017

	Develop modular applications using the Java Platform Module System, the single most anticipated feature in Java 9. You will improve maintainability and performance of your Java applications by deploying only modules that are needed and encapsulating their implementation details. 


	

	Until now Java has been monolithic....
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Getting Started with p5.js: Making Interactive Graphics in JavaScript and Processing (Make)Maker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		With p5.js, you can think of your entire Web browser as your canvas for sketching with code!

	
		Learn programming the fun way--by sketching with interactive computer graphics! Getting Started with p5.js contains techniques that can be applied to creating games, animations, and interfaces. p5.js is a new interpretation of...
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Direct3D Programming Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
DirectX 9, a brand-new version of Microsoft's multimedia libraries, features the latest 3D graphics technology in the form of Direct3D 9.  Direct3D Programming will cover everything a C++ programmer needs to know in order to use Direct3D 9 to create interactive 3D worlds.  The book begins with an overview of basic Windows and 3D programming...
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Core Data iOS EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Since its invention, iPhone has been inspiring developers around the world to develop applications for it. Several applications can be built for iPhone, which include Web applications, Native iPhone applications, Games, Weather, News applications, Data driven applications, and so on.


	Looking at the huge demand of developing data...
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The Animator's Survival Kit, Expanded Edition: A Manual of Methods, Principles and Formulas for Classical, Computer, Games, Stop Motion and Internet AnimatorsFaber & Faber, 2009

	The definitive book on animation, from the Academy Award-winning animator behind Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

	

	Animation is one of the hottest areas of filmmaking today--and the master animator who bridges the old generation and the new is Richard Williams. During his fifty years in the business, Williams has been...
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Digital Character Animation 2, Volume II: Advanced Techniques (Digital Character Animation)Waite Group Press, 2001
At last, George Maestri’s advanced-techniques volume of his groundbreaking [digital] Character Animation book. Completely new: No updated material from the first volume (covering Essential Techniques) or from the first edition (published in 1996 and now out of print). If you are into 3D animation at all—learning, practicing (or managing...
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